We examine empirically the episode of extraordinary turbulence in global financial markets during 1998. The analysis focuses on the market assessment of credit risk captured by daily movements in bond spreads for twelve countries. A dynamic latent factor model is estimated using indirect inference to quantify the effects of unanticipated shocks across borders or "contagion," controlling for common global shocks, country-specific shocks and regional factors. The results show that there were substantial international contagion effects resulting from both the Russian and the LTCM crises. The proportion of volatility explained by contagion is not necessarily larger in developing than in developed nations. JEL Classification Numbers: C33, E44, F34
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the mid-1990s, international financial markets have experienced several episodes of distress. The major financial crises observed in recent years are from diverse regions, and include Mexico in December 1994, Asia beginning in July 1997, Russia in August 1998, the near-collapse of the U.S. hedge fund Long-Term Capital Management (LTCM) in September 1998, Brazil towards the end of 1998 and early 1999, and more recently, Turkey and Argentina in 2001.
During these crises, financial market commentators and participants have often been concerned about the linkages between countries and financial markets, and the possibility that a crisis will spillover and lead to extreme volatility elsewhere in the world's financial markets. The anecdotal evidence suggests that the impact of the recent financial crises on other financial market asset classes and centres differs across crises and countries. For example, the Russian/LTCM crises during August-September 1998 were characterized by increased volatility in global securities markets. A reassessment of credit and sovereign risks during this period led to large jumps in credit and liquidity spreads and in risk premia in both emerging and advanced economies. These effects have been associated with increased risk aversion during this period (e.g., JP Morgan (1999) and Kumar and Persaud (2001) ). In contrast, the international spillover effects of other recent financial crises (e.g., the Mexican and Asian crises) appear to have been limited to a given region(s) or to emerging markets only.
This paper examines the transmission of the Russian crisis and the LTCM nearcollapse to other countries. This particular episode of financial distress is of special interest because it not only affected financial markets in emerging countries, but also in many advanced economies. One key characteristic of the Russian/LTCM crises is that the risks of default were mainly on tradable securities, while in other recent crises (e.g. Asia) the trigger was the risk of default on bank loans. According to market participants, the Russian bond default and the subsequent near-collapse of LTCM was "the worst crisis" in recent times (Bank for International Settlements (1999) ). The duration of the LTCM crisis turned out to be relatively short, spanning only a few weeks, possibly due to the Federal Reserve's aggressive easing of monetary policy during the period. Nonetheless, the effects of the 1998 crises were felt dramatically across global financial markets. Although lending activity by banks appeared relatively unaffected, many currency markets were jittery and global security markets seized-up. During this period, risk premiums as captured by the spreads between long-term sovereign bonds issued in international markets by emerging markets, and longterm corporate bonds issued in advanced economies, vis-à-vis comparable risk-free benchmarks, reached extraordinarily high levels in both developing and advanced economies. Investors switched to highly liquid assets, demanding sharply higher premiums even for riskfree securities with lower liquidity (e.g., spreads between the 29-year U.S. Treasury bond and the more liquid "on-the-run" 30-year U.S. Treasury bond reached historically high levels).
Most analyses on recent financial crises have focused on currency, banking or equity markets. There is little by the way of academic literature on the spread of crises through the international bond markets. This is in part because bond markets in many developing countries have lacked liquidity, and because a consistent and comprehensive historical database on bond spreads is difficult to construct for the early periods. Bond markets may have also enticed less interest because, compared with equity and currency markets, global bond markets appeared to be relatively stable during the Asian crisis. One of the advantages of examining bond spreads is that they reflect the risk premium that investors assign to prospective borrowers, either because of the perceived creditworthiness of borrowers or due to the willingness of lenders to take on risk. Of course, bond spreads also respond to the degree of liquidity in the market, although all of these factors seem to be entangled during crisis episodes. One interpretation of examining the effects of the Russian crisis and the LTCM shock separately is that the former affected credit risk concerns while the latter worked as a global liquidity shock.
This study attempts to shed light on several questions. Was the volatility in bond market spreads a reflection of the long run relationships between economies, or was it the spillover of unanticipated events from Russia and the United States to the other economies, and therefore contagion? What evidence is there that the Russian default affected only emerging markets while the LTCM problems mainly affected matured markets, as suggested in Bank for International Settlements (1999)? 2 Further, is there evidence that developing markets are more likely to be affected by contagion than developed markets, as maintained, for example, by Bae, Karyoli and Stultz (2000) for equity markets? Finally, were the Russian crisis and the LTCM near-default independent events, or did the two shocks reinforce each other in terms of their impact on global financial markets?
The approach taken in this paper is to examine the daily behavior of the risk premia for 12 countries among several regions of the world. The selection of the sample is representative of countries from each key region of the world for whom consistent data could be assembled, and limited to a sample which could be reasonably handled by the estimation technique. Thus, the sample includes: Argentina, Brazil and Mexico from Latin America; Indonesia, South Korea and Thailand from Asia; Bulgaria, Poland and Russia from Eastern Europe; and the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the United States as representative industrial countries in Europe and North America. The period of study encompasses February to end-December 1998. Some researchers examining international spillover effects during 1998 only focus on the Russian crisis and overlook the LTCM shock (e.g., Forbes (2000) ).
3 Malaysia was excluded from the formal analysis because of important gaps in the data and potential biases from capital controls in the period. Canada was excluded in this version of the paper because Canadian markets tend to move closely with U.S. markets. The period of analysis was selected to avoid important gaps in the data for key countries, such as Thailand before 1998, and to limit this study to the financial crises of 1998. Specifically, a latent factor model of the spreads in the bond market is developed to examine the effects of unanticipated movements in the Russian and U.S. markets on other markets around the world. 4 The bond spreads are decomposed into a set of latent factors, identified as common shocks and country-specific shocks. The latent factors themselves are specified to evolve according to unit root autoregressive processes, or are stationary. GARCH characteristics are also modelled to reconcile the model with the observed features of financial data. The origins of the model can be found in papers such as Diebold and Nerlove (1989) and Mahieu and Schotman (1994) . More recently, Dungey, Martin and Pagan (2000) demonstrate how this type of model can be identified and estimated using indirect estimation techniques. We adopt a similar approach here, although the model specified here is more complex. Dungey, Martin and Pagan (2000) show how the volatility in international long bond spreads can be decomposed into contributions due to three factors, where the common factor evolves as a GARCH (1,1) process. Here we introduce effects of the transmission of unanticipated country-specific shocks in one country on other countries. In common with a substantial part of the literature on this subject, we refer to this effect as the contagion effect.
The estimation technique itself is computationally intensive, and involves repeated simulations to obtain the best parameter estimates. The results show that there is discernible contagion from both the Russian crisis and the LTCM near-collapse to other economies in the sample. The orders of magnitude vary between 0 and 17 percent of total volatility of bond market spreads attributed to contagion. These results provide mixed evidence on whether contagion is more substantial for developed or developing markets. On the one hand, countries such as Poland, Brazil and Thailand were more affected by contagion than the United Kingdom but, on the other hand, Indonesia, Mexico and South Korea were less affected by contagion than the United States and the Netherlands. However, when the results are scaled by the level of volatility evident in the sample, it is clear that in general the magnitude of contagion effects, as measured in basis points, is relatively greater for developing than developed countries.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the background and the stylized facts of the data, followed by a discussion of the data characteristics and the sample period in Section III. The model of contagion used in this paper is given in Section IV, and is then related to the existing literature on contagion in Section V. In Section VI the estimation method is discussed and Section VII details the empirical results. Section VIII concludes. 4 The advantage of this technique is that it is possible to identify and quantify these effects without resorting to ad hoc identification of the pertinent fundamentals; see, for example, Eichengreen, Rose and Wyplosz (1996) , Glick and Rose (1999) , Forbes and Rigobon (1999) , for a discussion of these issues.
II. BACKGROUND OF EVENTS AND STYLIZED FACTS
During the Asian crisis, the turmoil which began with the devaluation of the Thai baht in July 1997 quickly precipitated declines in currencies and equities in the region and in other developing markets. However, the effects on the risk premia of the international bonds issued by emerging countries were rather limited. Apart from the relatively short period of turmoil in global financial markets resulting from the speculative attack on Hong Kong on October 27, 1997, bond spreads were relatively stable in non-Asian countries during the second half of 1997 (see Figures 1 and 2) .
After a period of relative calm in international bond markets during the first part of 1998, a shock was felt on August 17, 1998 when Russia announced a de facto devaluation by widening the trading band of the ruble. Russia also declared its intention to restructure all official domestic currency debt obligations falling due to the end of 1999 and imposed a 90-day moratorium on the repayment of private external debt. The period in the lead up to these events also held evidence of stress.
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The Russian default appears to have led to a reassessment of credit and sovereign risks across global financial markets, evidenced by large jumps on liquidity spreads and risk premia. The jump in bond spreads and the increased volatility in global bond markets resulting from the Russian moratorium was felt in a number of emerging markets and also in advanced economies (see Figures 1-4) .
A few weeks after the Russian crisis was unveiled, news reached financial markets on September 23, 1998 about the financial scheme that was being put together to rescue the U.S. hedge fund LTCM. The investment strategies of LTCM had been largely based on betting on "normal" volatilities and spreads between closely related securities, some of which seemed to have changed in the aftermath of the Russian crisis. In retrospect, it is now publicly known that LTCM lost more than 50 percent of its end-December 1997 capital by the end of August 1998 (Jorion (2000) ). With assets still at $126 billion, the leverage ratio (or the ratio of assets-to-capital) had increased from 28-to-1 to 55-to-1 during the same period. The potential effect of LTCM collapsing was such that the New York Federal Reserve felt compelled to act. On September 23, it organized a bailout of LTCM, encouraging 14 banks to invest in the hedge fund for a stake in the firm to save it. Informal examination of the data for the second half of 1998 (Figures 3-4) seems to suggest that the Russian crisis had a substantial impact on all countries examined, both in advanced economies and emerging markets. Emerging economies appear to have been impacted, but the effects from the Russian crisis seem to have been also significant for the advanced economies. These results are confirmed by the empirical work in this paper reported in Section VII. The LTCM shock also appears to have had an impact on all the countries, with a relatively smaller hump experienced by most emerging countries relative to the effect of the Russian shock. The data seem to suggest that the Russian and the LTCM shocks were reinforcing in international financial markets since practically all markets experienced two jumps in their spreads: one following the Russian default (the first band in the figures) and another one following the announcement of the LTCM financial problems (the second band in the figures). Similarly, the fact that bond spreads began to rise in the United States following the Russian crisis and the Russian sovereign spread rose further in the aftermath of the LTCM crisis suggests that these two events may not have been totally independent.
The financial crisis during August-September 1998 marks a very interesting event because, unlike other recent financial crises, the shocks during this period seem to have been transmitted across countries with little in common-including countries that do not fit traditional explanations of contagion based on trade links, competitive devaluation or regional effects (see for example Lowell, Neu and Tong (1998) , Goldstein (1998) for taxonomies of contagion). The crisis of 1998 affected countries as diverse as Russia and Brazil (e.g. Baig and Goldfajn (2000) argue that the Russian crisis precipitated the Brazilian crisis), and emerging and advanced economies. Furthermore, examining the crisis of 1998 is 6 This otherwise arbitrary "end" to the crisis of 1998, is also supported by other findings in the literature (see, for example, Kumar and Persaud (2001) ).
particularly complex because of its relative brevity and the fact that not one but two seemingly separate shocks (the Russian default and the LTCM near-collapse) occurred within weeks of each other.
III. THE DATA AND SAMPLE
Daily data for twelve representative countries were collected for the period February to December 1998 (Mexico, Argentina, Brazil, Indonesia, South Korea, Thailand, Bulgaria, Poland, Russia, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the United States). This sample period allows our estimation to incorporate a clear 'pre-crisis' period and the two crisis events of the Russian bond default and the LTCM near-default.
The data were collected to represent the spread of long-term debt over the appropriate risk-free yield for each country (see Appendix I for source descriptions and definitions). We label this spread as the 'premium' while recognizing that it does in fact reflect a myriad of factors, including the liquidity premium and the term structure of the yield curve. The choice of the risk free rate was specific to each long-term bond, because it depends at least in part on the currency of denomination of the bond issue. In the case of the emerging countries, sovereign bonds were issued in U.S. dollars, rather than in domestic currency, and hence the spread is calculated against the comparable maturity-matched U.S. Treasury bond rate. To the extent possible, the bonds selected for emerging markets were sovereign issues (rather than Brady) to reflect the true cost of new foreign capital.
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In the case of the advanced markets, which are able to issue international bonds in domestic currency, benchmark investment grade corporate bonds were compared to the corresponding risk-free Treasury bond in each country.
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Appendix I also details our methodology for dealing with missing observations. We chose to eliminate all the days in which we did not have a complete set of observations for all 7 Brady bonds were introduced in 1989 in exchange for bank loans that could not be repaid as originally contracted with collateral features that enticed creditors to hold these bonds. Since the mid-1990s, most emerging countries have been able to tap international capital markets directly by issuing sovereign bonds. For analytical purposes, the trade-off is that Brady bonds have a longer history, although they only cover countries that experienced debt problems in the 1980s and tend not to represent the marginal cost of new foreign borrowing. 8 Corporate bonds in advanced economies correspond to BBB investment grade, although similar patterns of behavior were also evident in higher rated bonds. Below-investment grade corporate issues (e.g., BB mortgage-backed securities in the United States) suffered even bigger jumps in their spreads and in volatility. However, because of limitations on the availability of consistent data for below-investment grade bond issues, the data sample in this study is limited to investment grade in advanced economies. countries.
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This introduces some potential difficulties in that the calculated changes will not always be for exactly one day. This is not so much a concern in the model described in Section IV, because the latent factor itself will capture these features, but may disrupt the modeling of the GARCH characteristics. This problem is not perceived as crucial and dealing with it is a topic for future research.
The descriptive statistics of the data suggest, not surprisingly, that developing makets exhibit the greatest spreads between the bond rate and the appropriate 'risk free' rate.
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The changes in premiums (Table II. 2) paint a similar picture to the levels. The extremes of the changes are larger for the developing markets than the industrial countries. Each of the series in levels fails to reject the null hypothesis of a unit root using the Augmented Dickey Fuller and Phillips Perron tests (Table II .3 in Appendix II). There is also evidence that the series are cointegrated in levels, so that there are common factors in the evolution of the premium series (Table II .4 in Appendix II). In particular, the results show that there are 8 cointegrating equations amongst the 12 premia. These features of the data are encapsulated in the latent factor model specified below.
Tables II.1 and II.2 show that the degree of kurtosis is generally higher in emerging markets than in the industrial countries. Not unexpectedly, given the nature of financial data in general, each of the series rejects normality in both levels and changes. To that end, various forms of GARCH(p,q) models have been fitted to financial returns by a number of authors (e.g., Bollerslev, Chou and Kroner (1992) ). The most popular of these models is the GARCH(1,1). In line with the cointegration results discussed above, an appropriate form to investigate here is given by the model described in (1). Table 1 presents the results estimating this model for each of the premium series (in changes). The changes are examined in order to highlight the properties of the short-term adjustment process in the data. 
where ∆P i,t is the change in the premium for country i recorded at time t.
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The data used in this paper is based on contemporaneous date observations for all countries.
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Descriptive statistics, unit root and cointegration tests are reported in Appendix II. The descriptive statistics of the premiums (in levels) are summarized in Table II .1 in Appendix II.
An examination of the results in Table 1 reveals that there are some commonalities in the GARCH structure across the series, particularly for the Eastern European and Latin American regions. Indonesia tends to be somewhat different from the other countries in the Asian region.
The data characteristics can be summarized as follows. Each of the premium series exhibits unit root properties, and there is evidence of common factors amongst the premia as highlighted by the result of the cointegration tests. We find that both larger means and absolute movements occur in the premiums in developing markets than the industrialized countries. The data display non-normality, and fitting a univariate GARCH(1,1) model to the changes in the premiums suggests that there is both a GARCH process in the series, and some evidence of common GARCH characteristics within regions, although this is not necessarily the case for the industrial countries. The common factor and regional characteristics are exploited in the model described in the following section. 
IV. A FACTOR MODEL OF THE "PREMIUM"
Volatility in the premiums of each country are hypothesized to be influenced by events that are country specific and events that are common to all economies. However, it is difficult to ascertain what these events may be. In the existing literature, contagion is tested conditioned on controlling for particular events which have been chosen by the researcher after the observed financial crises (see, for example, the selections of indicators in Eichengreen et al (1995 Eichengreen et al ( , 1996 , Sachs, Tornell and Velasco (1996) , Glick and Rose (1999) ). The economic indicators chosen in this way are often statistically insignificant, and it is difficult to know whether they are the 'correct' choice even ex-post. A more desirable alternative, noted by other authors such as Dooley (2000) and Edwards (2000) , is to use a modelling specification which does not require the choice of specific indicators with which to associate the crises, that is to use latent factors.
Latent factor models have been specified for a number of markets. The majority of empirical work has occurred in currency and equity markets (Diebold and Nerlove (1989) , Ng, Engle and Rothschild (1992) , Mahieu and Schotman (1994) , King, Sentana and Wadhwani (1995) , Dungey (1999) ). The empirical work in interest rates is rather less extensive, but includes Gregory and Watts (1995) and Dungey, Martin and Pagan (2000) , the former of which applies to long bond yields and the latter to spreads between individual country bonds and the U.S. bond. The model to be specified here has more in common with those proposed for the equity markets (e.g., Forbes and Rigobon (1999) ). Although these models have been set forth, they are generally not estimated due to identification problems. Specifically, it is difficult to identify the common factor. Here, the identification problem is solved using indirect estimation techniques.
The basic model, similar to that in Forbes and Rigobon (1999) and King, Sentana and Wadhini (1995) can be expressed as follows:
, , + 1... ,
where t i P , is the premium on the bond in country i at time t. It is the sum of a time-varying common factor W t and a time-varying country-specific factor f i,t . The loadings on these factors are given by the parameters λ i and φ i respectively. The common factor W t affects the premiums in all countries, but with a differing parameter in each case. In this form, the addition of an identification condition on the variance covariance matrix allows the model to be estimated by either the Kalman filter or the Generalized Method of Moments (GMM). Dungey (1999) assumes the covariance matrix of the latent factors to be an identity matrix and estimates with GMM on the second moments. Under a similar assumption this model could be estimated with data for at least 3 countries, that is n ≥ 3 is a necessary identification condition.
In the current application, we specifically wish to incorporate potential regional effects in the data. In earlier work regional effects have played an important role in the empirical results; Kose, Otrok and Whiteman (1999) use regional influences on macroeconomic data; Dungey, Fry and Martin (2001) model the impact of the 'Asia region' on other currencies during the 1997-98 East Asian currency crisis. To incorporate these regional effects, equation (2) is modified as follows:
where R k,t is a time-varying regional factor. There are K regions, each of which comprises no less than two of the n countries in the model. Hence, the first region for example, may comprise countries i=1,3,5. A country is restricted to belong to only one region so that the K regions contain at most as many elements as countries, the total number of elements of K may be less than n, if some countries do not belong to any particular region. Where there are non-regionalized countries they enter the system with R k,t =0 for all t, or simply as per equation (2).
Consider the application of this model to our panel of 12 countries, ordered from 1 to 12 as Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, Indonesia, South Korea, Thailand, Russia, Poland, Bulgaria, United States, United Kingdom, and the Netherlands. Three economic regions are specified in the model, implying three regional factors. The first is a regional factor common to the Latin American economies of Argentina, Brazil and Mexico, denoted R Lat,t . The second is a regional factor common to the Asian economies of Indonesia, South Korea and Thailand, R As,t whilst the third regional factor of Eastern Europe is common to Bulgaria, Poland and Russia, denoted R Eur,t . No regional factor is included for the industrialized region, comprising the United States, the United Kingdom and Netherlands. This implies that the inclusion of the industrialized countries, region 4, is used to provide a more global estimate of the world factor, W t . A model of the premium , i t P , without contagion is explicitly specified in (4) 1, 1 
where the three regions are given by Lat (Latin America), As (Asia), and Eur (Eastern Europe). The premium associated with each country can be decomposed into a set of factors. These are a world factor, regional factors, and idiosyncratic factors. The world factor, W t , is common to all countries. In line with the unit root properties and cointegration results of the previous section (see Tables 3 and 4 in Appendix II), this process is specified as integrated of order one
where η t is a stationary disturbance term. The regional factors in (4) are also specified as integrated processes of order one , , 
constitutes a cointegrated system and that (4) represents its common trend representation whereby the world and regional factors are the common trends. To complete the specification of the non-contagion model, the disturbance processes are assumed to be distributed as   1,  2,  3,  1,  2,  12, , , , , , ...~(0, ),
where in general H t is a 16-variate system of independent GARCH processes with unit unconditional variances. In the application here we restrict the GARCH to the world factor.
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To allow for contagion, the effects of unanticipated shocks from other regions on the premium in country i are incorporated by augmenting (4). In the augmented system shown in equation (9) the parameters δ i,j represent the effect of an unanticipated shock from country j on country i, where the unanticipated shock is given by t j f , in equation (4). The effects of the unanticipated shocks represent the role of contagion in the model. There are no own effects, that is δ i,j =0 when i=j.
The three regional factors were also assumed to exhibit GARCH processes, but were found to be statistically insignificant.
In this application we are interested in the effects of contagion from the Russian shock (as an international credit risk shock) and the LTCM crisis (as an international liquidity shock). The LTCM shock is assumed to be represented by a U.S. based shock. The model given in (9) has this form, but could easily be extended to include a wider range of shocks. .
Given that (4) constitutes a cointegrated system, contagion has the effect of causing the risk premia to deviate from its long-run path. As the unanticipated spillover shocks t j f , , are stationary, the effect of contagion is temporary.
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In an earlier version we examined the effects of regional shocks, in which case (9) is amended to be as follows: 
A useful way of examining the results from estimating a model such as (9) is to consider the contribution each factor makes to total volatility in the series. The non-stationary nature of the data in levels means that an unconditional variance decomposition of the model specified in (9) would be undefined. An appropriate solution is to derive volatility decompositions from the error correction representation of equation (9). As a result we compute the variance decomposition in terms of the changes in the premiums, a notion akin to returns in other series. The error correction representation of the ith premium is given by:
, , 1 1 , 1 , ,7 7, ,10 10, , ( )
is the error-correction term. The unconditional volatility decomposition of equation (11) 
which is based on the property that the processes are all independent with unit unconditional variances (see Diebold and Nerlove (1989) ). Now the error-correction term can be rewritten by using equation (12) , 1 ,7 7, 1 ,10 10, 1 , 1 ,
which implies that 
Using equations (13) and (15) the total variance in the premiums for each economy can be decomposed into proportions due to each of the factors. Hence, in Section V we present results on the percentage contribution to total volatility for the common world factor, W t , the regional factor (for the non-industrial countries), R k,t , , the country-specific factor, f i,t and contagion from the United States and Russia. Some part of the contagion and countryspecific factor comes from the relationship in (13) and a further component from the decomposition in equation (15). To see this, (13) and (15) can be combined to express total volatility, ( ) 
V. RELATIONSHIP WITH EXISTING LITERATURE
The models estimated in this paper decompose volatility in the spread between long bonds and the appropriate 'risk free' rate, or the premium, for a variety of economies into a set of latent factors, whilst controlling for the long-run relationships of the model though the estimation of a cointegrating system. The factors are a world factor which captures information in the system common to all economies, a set of regional factors which captures information in the system specific to a group of the less developed economies according to geographical location, and unanticipated idiosyncratic factors which are unique to each economy. In addition to these common factors, the effects of unanticipated idiosyncratic shocks originating in the United States and/or Russia which transmit across national borders also account for some proportion of total volatility in spreads. In common with a substantial portion of the literature, this effect is denoted contagion. The contagion factors account for the transmission of unanticipated shocks across countries, after controlling for world events and regional events.
The concept of contagion from both a theoretical and empirical viewpoint is controversial in the literature. The hypothesis of contagion has been explored in applications to various financial and asset markets, with quite distinct streams of literature, although there does not seem to be a particular reason as to why this is the case. 13 Dornbusch, Park and Claessens (2000) provide a recent overview of the issues. The definition of contagion adopted in this paper is that contagion reflects the spillover effect of unanticipated 13 See for an exploration of the linkages between various financial markets, along with a discussion of the development of the literature in each market. contemporaneous shocks across countries. This is similar to concepts expressed in Favero and Giavazzi (2000) and Forbes and Rigobon (1999, 2000) . In contrast, studies such as Eichengreen, Rose and Wyplosz (1996) and Reside and Gochoco-Bautista (1999) base their view of contagion on the spillover effect of anticipated shocks across countries.
Contagion viewed as unanticipated, or as a residual, is a common theme in the literature (see, for example, Sachs, Tornell and Velasco (1996) , Masson (1999a,b,c) ). Masson decomposes exchange rate changes into three components. These are "monsoonal shocks", or global shocks affecting all countries simultaneously, equivalent to W t in (9); spillovers, which occur through normal trade and economic relationships, and a residual, which is the component unexplained by these systematic relationships. It is this concept that has been transferred to the empirical applications in Dungey and Martin (2000, 2001 ) and also in this paper. Masson (1999a,b,c) attributes part of the residual process to multiple equilibria, or sunspots, where there is a role for self-fulfilling expectations leading to contagion if opinions are coordinated across countries (see also Loisel and Martin (2001) ). Multiple equilibria models are also consistent with other channels for contagion, such as wake-up calls (e.g., Goldstein (1998)) or heightened awareness (e.g., Lowell, Neu and Tong (1998) ). In these cases a reappraisal of one country's fundamentals leads to a reappraisal of fundamentals in other countries, thereby resulting in the transmission of crises. Kyle and Xiong (2001) explain contagion in the LTCM and Russian crises as a wealth effect, as traders trading in risky markets encounter unanticipated shocks and liquidate across their portfolios. Thus, a shock in one market can reverberate in seemingly unconnected markets. Both the wake up call, wealth effect model and Masson's definition of contagion are consistent with the model presented in Section III as long as there is no anticipation of the event.
The transmission of expectations in both the multiple equilibrium and wake up call models can lead to herd behavior (see Kaminsky and Schmukler (1999) and Calvo and Mendoza (2000) ). This may be more likely in increasingly integrated international financial markets (International Monetary Fund (1999) ). Kruger, Osakwe and Page (1998) consider that herd behavior leads to a concept they distinguish as unwarranted contagion, which occurs when a crisis spreads to another country that otherwise would not have experienced a speculative attack. This is consistent both with contagion as a residual (Masson (1999a,b,c) ), and the definition used in this paper. A further potential channel of contagion is through asset bubbles created by moral hazard, or implied or explicit government guarantees. These bubbles may burst through herd behavior (see Krugman (1998) ). If this is unanticipated, then crises may again be self-fulfilling, and contagion occurs.
Other views of contagion consistent with the definition adopted in this paper include Favero and Giavazzi (2000) where contagion is a change in the way shocks are transmitted across countries, and Forbes and Rigobon (2000) where there is an increase in cross-market correlations after a shock in one country. The effect of unscheduled, and hence unanticipated country-specific news or announcements also has implications for other countries, and hence is consistent with contagion as defined here (Ellis and Lewis (2000) ).
The effect of 'news' in the transmission of crises has also been investigated by Baig and Goldfajn (1998) who view evidence of contagion in increasing correlations among markets following a crisis. Kaminsky and Schmukler (1999) analyze the effects of news, or lack of news in the stock markets. Contagion is defined in their framework as when investors' moods spread across national borders. Their key result is that some of the largest swings in the stock market occurred on days of no news. Neither Baig and Goldfajn (1998) nor Kaminsky and Schmukler (1999) make a distinction between the anticipated or unanticipated nature of news.
Other authors espouse views of contagion which lie outside of the definition adopted in this paper. They view contagion as an anticipated spillover. In the framework of the model of Section III, this would be captured in the long run relationships of the model. Reside and Gochoco-Bautista (1999) define contagion as the spillover effects of domestic disturbances on nearby or related economies, using lagged changes in the exchange rates as their contagion variable, while Goldstein, Kaminsky and Reinhart (2000) construct a contagion vulnerability index based on correlations between stock markets, trade linkages, presence of common markets and inter-linkages between banking systems. Van Rijckeghem and Weder (2001) construct a subjective binary variable to examine contagion effects due to financial and trade linkages. Eichengreen, Rose and Wyplosz (1996) , Wirjanto (1999) , and Kruger, Osakwe and Page (1998) condition their models on the existence of a crisis elsewhere, which implies that volatility is anticipated. This aspect fits their definition into either the regional factor or long run relationships of our model.
The factor model developed in Section III is able to encompass many of the existing definitions of contagion in the literature. In particular it brings a focus on the importance of two aspects of contagion, that it be unanticipated and transmitted across borders. The next Section briefly exposits the estimation methodology and Section VI presents estimates of the extent of contagion in the twelve countries described in Section II.
VI. ESTIMATION METHOD
In the presence of GARCH errors, maximum likelihood methods of estimation such as the Kalman filter, or GMM, do not produce consistent parameter estimates (Gourieroux and Monfort (1994) ). As an alternative, we adopt indirect estimation techniques to estimate the models specified in the previous section. Indirect estimation belongs to a class of techniques which match the characteristics of the sample data with those of data simulated from the hypothesized model to obtain the parameter estimates. The key to this technique is that while the model is analytically complex to integrate, it is relatively straightforward to simulate. Other forms of this technique are known as Simulated Method of Moments (SMM) and Efficient Method of Moments (EMM). SMM is associated with the work of Duffie and Singleton (1993) , EMM with Gallant and Tauchen (1996) and Indirect Inference with Gourieroux, Monfort and Renault (1993) and Gourieroux and Monfort (1994) . The differences between the three methods lie in the way in which the matching proceeds.
Consider a set of sample data and a model such as specified in equation (9) above. Ideally, we would like to form parameter estimates based on the likelihood of the objective function. However, this is unwieldy. As an alternative, we consider a number of characteristics of the data which capture the salient features of the likelihood -these features are known as the auxiliary model. The choice of auxiliary model is due to the researcher, and appropriate selection is crucial to an efficient outcome. However, its characterization also determines the subclass of estimation technique in use. SMM chooses moment-based characteristics, EMM is based on the scores of the functions and Indirect Inference uses parameter estimates from the specified auxiliary model. In many cases these characterizations are the same; for example, the auxiliary model in Dungey, Martin and Pagan (2000) satisfies each of these criteria.
The optimization process is carried out by minimizing the distance between the characteristics of the auxiliary model from the sample data and the average characteristics of the auxiliary model from the simulated data, where the data is simulated a total of H times. That is, where g represents the auxiliary from the sample data, and h v the auxiliary from simulation h of H simulation paths. The indirect estimator, θ , is the solution of:
where Ω is the weighting matrix computed as follows (see Gourieroux, Monfort and Renault (1993) ) with Newey-West weights
with 1
The auxiliary model used to estimate the system given in (9) including contagion is specified as follows. The first set of conditions is based on a VAR(1) which summarizes the key dynamics of a cointegrating and error correction system. k 0 in (20) is the product of the residuals taken from a VAR (1) 
The dimension of k 0 is (T*144).
The second set of moment conditions corresponds to the variance of the level of the premiums. Formally, , 2 , The third set of moment conditions captures the AR(1) structure of the changes in the premiums. This set contains 12 elements and is specified as:
Taking the sample mean of 2 k yields a total of 12 moment conditions.
The fourth and fifth set of moment conditions are included to capture conditional volatility in the premiums, and are included to capture the GARCH characteristics of the data. It comprises AR(1) and AR(2) loadings for the squared changes in the premiums. In a similar manner to Diebold and Nerlove (1989) , the number of overidentifying conditions is controlled by including only the 'own' squared autocorrelations of the change in the premium. The corresponding vectors of conditions for the auxiliary model contain a total of 12 elements each ) )( ( (20) to (24) for the h th simulation of the changes in premium, h i P , .The mean of this vector yields h v which is used in the indirect estimator given in (17). In constructing the weighting matrix in equation (18) the blocks are assumed to be independent.
To highlight the estimation procedure, consider the following trivariate factor model which contains a world factor, W t , and the country-specific factors f i,t , 
where the right handside is the sample mean of the H simulated values of the simulated variances and covariances. As the number of moment conditions in the auxiliary model equals the number of unknown parameters, the model is just identified. For overidentified models where the number of moment conditions of the auxiliary model exceeds the number of unknown parameters, a more general objective function is needed as given in (17).
The indirect estimator in equation (17) is solved using the standard gradient algorithms from OPTMUM in GAUSS version 3.2, where gradients are computed numerically. The simulations are based on normal random numbers from the GAUSS procedure RNDN. All results are for 500 simulation paths with a convergence tolerance of 0.001.
VII. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
The results from the estimation of two models are presented in this section. The first model allows for the transmission of contagion from Russia to the other economies in the sample, 15 whilst the second extends the first model by allowing for contagion from both Russia and the United States (which proxies the LTCM shock) to all other economies. 16 Reiterating, contagion is said to exist if the unanticipated shocks from Russia, or the United States in the second estimation, spillover to explain a significant proportion of the volatility in the premiums of other countries in the sample. The unanticipated shocks are measured by the country specific (idiosyncratic) factor for Russia or the United States in the premium equations of other countries. Table 2 presents the unconditional volatility decomposition of the changes of the premiums of each economy from estimation of the base model of contagion emanating only from Russia. The same information is also presented graphically in Figure 5 .
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Total volatility is decomposed into the contribution due to the world factor, regional factors, country-specific or idiosyncratic factors and contagion from Russia, using equation (16) in Section III.
In general, the dominant factor in the volatility decomposition of the change in the bond premiums is the world factor, pointing strongly towards commonality in the movements in premiums. This result is consistent with the view that increasing financial market integration have led to high (and expected) co-movements. The world factor accounts for between 82 percent (Netherlands) and 99.9 percent (United Kingdom) of total volatility. A corollary of this is that the regional factors have little influence on volatility, with all accounting for less than one percentage point of total volatility. Country-specific factors are relatively important for the United States, Russia, Argentina and South Korea but in each case account for no more than 15 percent of total volatility. The United States has a relatively large idiosyncratic factor. This is consistent with the possibility that the LTCM crisis shock is missing from this analysis, which is discussed below. Overall, the transmission of contagion 15 An earlier version of this model presents the results of contagion emanating from the Eastern European region to all other economies in the sample. The change to only Russia being the source of contagion made remarkably little difference to the results, pointing to the importance of the Russian premiums in driving the results for this region during the period.
16
Experiments extending this class of model to allow for contagion from the Latin American and Asian regions in conjunction with contagion from the United States and Russia were undertaken to allow for the most general specification. However, this line of research was not pursued due to an undesirable amount of parameter instability inherent in the larger models.
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Figures 5 and 6 have been rescaled to begin at a contribution of 80% in order to show the smaller components more clearly. The missing lower portion corresponds to the world factor. from Russia contributes between 0 and 17 percent of total volatility of the changes in the bond spreads. As anticipated, the results of estimation of the base model indicate that contagion from Russia to other countries within the Eastern European block is relatively high. Further, in terms of contribution to percentage volatility, there is little evidence to support the hypothesis that contagion emanating from Russia is confined to developing nations (a view supported by some observers, such as the Bank for International Settlements (1999)). The transmission of contagion is evident not only to countries within Asia and Latin America, but also to the industrial nations in the sample. In particular, substantial amounts of volatility in the premium changes of the Netherlands, Thailand and Brazil are accounted for by contagion from Russia (17 percent, 7 percent and 16 percent, respectively).
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The Netherlands is geographically close to Russia, which may lend support for the hypothesis common in the literature of the regional nature of contagion; see for example Goldstein (1998) , Kaminsky and Reinhart (2000) , Goldstein, Kaminsky and Reinhart (2000) , Eichengreen, Rose and Wypolz (1996) , Glick and Rose (1999) and Masson (1999b) .
It is difficult to derive any stylized facts to either support or refute the contention that developing markets are more affected by contagion than developed markets. Not only is there evidence that contagion affects both developed and developing markets, but other evidence similarly indicates that some developing and developed markets are not affected by contagion. As shown in Table 2 , a number of countries are little affected by Russia, with less than one percentage point of total volatility in the United Kingdom, Mexico, Argentina and Indonesia attributed to contagion. To shed some further light on this issue, the results for each country are scaled by the level of volatility in each market to obtain a measure of the magnitude of contagion in absolute terms, rather than in terms of percentage contribution to volatility. The total level of volatility in basis points is given as the square of the standard deviations reported for each country in Table II .2 in Appendix II. Table 3 presents the decomposition results scaled by the variance of the changes in premium for each country. The components of the bond spreads for each country now sum to the number of basis points comprising the variance of the change in the premium for that country. Table 2 provided mixed evidence on the question of whether developing countries are more affected by contagion than developed countries, but Table 3 shows that in terms of absolute magnitude of contribution to basis point swings, contagion is generally greater for K o r e a T h a i l a n d B u l g a r i a P o l a n d R u s s i a N e t h e r l a n d s U K U S World Country Regional Contagion from Russia developing countries. For example, although contagion accounts for 17 percent of total volatility in the Netherlands, its contribution in basis points is less than for all of the developing countries in the sample except for Mexico and Argentina. In the Netherlands and Argentina, contagion accounts for similar magnitudes (around 4 basis points) even though the percentage contribution of contagion in the Netherlands is 17 percent and less than one percent in Argentina. Further, Table 2 indicates that around 7-8 percent of total volatility in Thailand and Bulgaria is due to contagion. However, in terms of basis point changes, the Bulgarian result is some 25 times that of Thailand. Overall, when measuring the transmission of contagion in actual basis points, the results support the hypothesis that developing countries are more affected by contagion than developed markets. This largely reflects the fact that markets in developing countries are more volatile than those in advanced economies. What has been unclear in the literature is the source of that higher volatility. The approach proposed in this paper is able to disentangle how much of the volatility is due to world and country-specific effects, as well as contagion.
As highlighted earlier, one conjecture in the literature is that the Russian crisis and the LTCM crisis in the United States affected emerging and mature markets differently. One interpretation of the international contagion effects resulting from Russia and the LTCM near-default is that the first primarily reflects increased credit risk concerns, while the second worked as a global liquidity shock.
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To examine the differences between the transmission of the Russian crisis and the LTCM near-collapse, the model is augmented to allow for unanticipated shocks from the United States to impact on the other countries in the sample. This augmentation uses a U.S. based shock to proxy the LTCM near-collapse. The results of this are shown in Table 4 and Figure 6 . This interpretation is consistent with the widening of the liquidity premium on otherwise similar assets following the LTCM shock. The credit risk view of the Russian shock is also consistent with a cash-out of liquid markets with increased credit risks as investors' rebalanced their portfolios. The changes in the volatility decompositions as a result of the inclusion of contagion from the United States can be fairly neatly categorized into two directions. First, is that in most countries there is an increase in the contribution of contagion to total volatility. (This is the sum of contagion emanating from Russia and the U.S.). Second, the redistribution of the factors towards contagion has come primarily from the global factor; that is, most of the increase in the proportion of volatility due to contagion is balanced by a fall in the contribution of the global factor. One interpretation of this is that the inclusion of contagion from the LTCM has correctly identified a factor which had a noticeable impact on most of the markets in the sample. The main exception to this observation is the Netherlands where the contribution of contagion falls slightly compared to the base model, and the contribution of the world factor and country-specific factors are slightly higher. The redistribution of the contribution of the country-specific factor to the world factor for the United States confirms the transfer of the LTCM effects to contagion.
The model allows for cross contagion effects, with scope for contagion from the United States to Russia, and from Russia to the United States. The percentage contribution of Russian contagion to the United States is around 9 percent, and from the United States to Russia around 10.5 percent. These effects are consistent with the view that the Russian-LTCM shocks reinforced each other after the original sequence of events (Kharas, Pinto and Ulatov (2001) that the effects of U.S. contagion to Russia is over 6000 basis points, whilst the transmission of Russian contagion to the United States contributes less than 1 basis point to U.S volatility. As explored previously, the developing countries in this sample in general exhibit a larger degree of contagion when measured in absolute levels (basis points) than advanced economies. This is reinforced in the results for the current experiment. About 15 percent of volatility in both the Netherlands and Brazil is attributable to contagion, whilst in terms of basis points, the impact of contagion on Brazil is almost 60 times that of the impact of contagion on the Netherlands. Figures 7 and 8 show the basis points contributions of contagion for the 12 countries examined. Figure 7 presents the contributions for all economies excluding Russia, Brazil and Bulgaria which have a larger absolute volatility than other countries. These three countries are shown in Figure 8 , along with Argentina, which is included in both figures as a point of reference. These figures reinforce the point that the contagion effects are larger for developing countries in general. They also show that the effects of the LTCM near-collapse do have a substantial influence on the sample. It is evident that a large proportion of contagion transmits from the Russian shock to a number of developing countries in the sample, including Brazil, Bulgaria and Indonesia. However, contagion emanating from the LTCM shock also has a relatively important effect. Contagion from the LTCM near-collapse is not confined to industrial countries, in contrast to some reports (e.g., Bank for International Settlements (1999)). In Latin America, evidence of the relative importance of the two shocks is mixed across countries. In Asia, Indonesia suffered more from the Russian shock, but Thailand and South Korea are more affected by the LTCM shock. Contagion from the United States had a smaller impact on the other industrial countries in the sample, relative to the effects of the United States on most developing countries.
Contagion emanating from the United States accounts for less than 6 percent of volatility in the Asian region, compared with a range of up to 10 percent in Eastern Europe and up to 17 percent in Latin America. The effects of the U.S. crisis on the industrial economies in the sample in percentage terms differ considerably, with less than 1 percent for the United Kingdom and 11 percent for the Netherlands. Although the effects of U.S. contagion on the industrial nations is small in basis points, the percentage contribution is not inconsistent with those presented for the other countries (e.g., Bulgaria has a similarly small contribution of total volatility stemming from U.S. contagion, while Indonesia has a comparable small effect from contagion coming from Russia). Hence, the distinction as to whether contagion hit developing and/or developed nations depends critically on whether we are interested in proportional or absolute measures.
The results for Indonesia and Brazil are worthy of further attention and future research. Indonesia drew comment during the East Asian crisis as the hardest hit by contagion effects (see for example Radelet and Sachs (1998) , Goldstein, Kaminsky and Reinhart (2000) ). However, the contagion effects measured here are relatively small. One hypothesis consistent with these results is that Indonesia had become extremely sensitive to global financial turmoil in general by this stage, and no longer responded to particular crises themselves. Another is that the contagion was transmitted through an alternative asset market (see for example ). Disentangling these hypotheses is scope for future work.
The Brazilian results show a large proportionate effect of contagion in the final model, supporting the suspicion that Brazil suffered significant contagion in late 1998 (Baig and Goldfajn (2000) ). While most of the contagion was sourced from Russia, the LTCM shock had an impact equivalent to about one-third of the size of the Russian shock. The relatively large contagion effect to Brazil may be a reflection of the vulnerability of Brazil, given that it experienced a crisis shortly after our data period ends. This hypothesis again provides scope for interesting future work in establishing at what point evidence of pre-crisis jitters are evident in financial markets data generally.
In terms of comparing the U.S. based LTCM shock and the Russian default, we are able to conclude that the Russian shock has substantial implications for an important subgroup of countries we examine here, and is not limited to developing countries. At the same time, contagion from the LTCM near-collapse was not confined to industrial countries. Indeed, the results suggest that these two effects may have been reinforcing each other after their initial impact. In considering the policy implications arising from financial market crises and contagion, these results suggest that we should be very clear as to the units of concern. In proportionate terms there is little to differentiate the contribution of contagion in developed and developing countries. In terms of basis points, however, the overall impact on developing countries is absolutely larger.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The international spillover effects stemming from the Russian debt default and the near-collapse of LTCM in 1998 seem to be different from those of other financial crises in the 1990s. In 1998, bond markets in both advanced and emerging economies experienced a significant widening of spreads between long-term bonds and their corresponding risk-free rate of return, or the 'premium.' In other episodes of financial crises during the 1990s, most of the impact seemed to be limited to emerging markets or even a regional subset of them. This paper has examined the crises associated with the Russian bond default in August 1998, and the near-collapse of LTCM in September 1998. Using a latent factor model, the premium for each of the twelve markets examined is decomposed into components associated with a common world factor, a country-specific factor, a regional factor and the effects due to contagion. Contagion is defined as the contemporaneous effect of unanticipated shocks from across country borders. This definition of contagion is consistent with those offered in a substantial portion of the literature on this topic, including Masson (1999a,b,c) , Favero and Giavazzi (2000) and Forbes and Rigobon (1999, 2000) . The novelty of this paper is both in the application to bond markets and that we provide numerical estimates of the contribution of contagion to volatility in those markets. To our knowledge no previous estimates have been made.
The estimation results, conducted on a sample of daily data for twelve countries covering the period from February 1998 to the end of that year, show evidence of contagion from the Russian shock, as a credit risk shock, to both the developed and developing markets. In proportionate terms, contagion effects from Russia were particularly substantial for Brazil, Bulgaria, the Netherlands and the United States, and less so for Thailand and Poland. Contagion effects from the U.S. based LTCM near-collapse, as a liquidity risk shock, were also substantial for a number of countries. In proportionate terms, contagion effects from this shock were particularly important for Argentina, Russia, Poland, Thailand, Brazil and the Netherlands. These results give support to the view that the Russian-LTCM shocks reinforced each other after the original sequence of events. Contagion from both the United States and Russia together accounted for up to 17 percent of total volatility in the changes in premiums in some countries, although these effects were relatively small in others.
Our results also give support to the suspicion that Brazil was affected by contagion prior to its currency crisis in January 1999. Although most of the contagion effects to Brazil were sourced from Russia, the LTCM shock had an impact equivalent to about one-third of the size of the Russian shock. The relatively large contagion effects to Brazil may be a reflection of the vulnerability of this country. This hypothesis provides scope for interesting future work in establishing at what point evidence of pre-crisis jitters are evident in financial markets.
The evidence as to whether developed or developing markets were more affected by contagion was mixed when looking at the proportional contributions to volatility. What is clear from the results is that contagion, which is typically viewed as a developing country phenomenon, can also affect industrial countries. On the one hand, countries such as Poland, Brazil and Thailand were more affected by contagion than the United Kingdom but, on the other hand, Indonesia, Mexico and South Korea were less affected by contagion than the United States and the Netherlands. However, when the results are scaled by the level of the observed variance in changes in the premium for each country, it is clear that developing markets generally had a greater basis point impact from contagion effects in all cases. This largely reflects the observation that financial markets are more volatile in developing countries than in advanced economies. However, thus far it had been difficult to identify the sources of that higher volatility. In this paper, we are able to break down the main components and conclude that contagion can be an important source of volatility.
The results in this paper raise other interesting questions for further research. In particular, it seems useful to investigate which measure of contagion is more important to economies: the proportion of total volatility affected by contagion or the absolute level of the contagion effect (measured here in basis points). The two measures can lead to different policy conclusions. If the most meaningful measure of contagion is given by the proportional effects to volatility, then contagion is an issue of interest for both developing countries and advanced economies. Otherwise, contagion is an issue of interest mostly for developing countries. Most of the literature on contagion seems to espouse the notion that contagion is only a concern for developing countries but the results in this paper suggest that this is not necessarily the case.
B. Data Used for Empirical Estimation and Missing Observations
The data period on which the econometric estimation was based runs from February 12 to December 31,1998. The data are daily, the start period is constrained by the availability of a consistent data set on the Thai bonds (earlier observations in the extended data set used in Figure 1 are only for two or three days during each week). The bond spreads, or "risk premiums," are constructed by taking a representative longterm sovereign bond issued in U.S. dollars by an emerging country and subtracting from it a U.S. Treasury bond of comparable maturity. For advanced economies, the risk premiums are constructed by taking a representative long-term corporate bond in domestic currency and subtracting from it a government Treasury bond of comparable maturity.
The data points for which there were any missing observations in any of the series had to be removed from all other series in order to keep the daily observations consistent. After removing from the original sample of 231 observations the missing observations, the empirical analysis was based on the remaining 209 observations in the sample. The series with the largest number of missing observations is the Polish data, which had 17 missing observations. U.S.
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MacKinnon critical values for rejection of the hypothesis of a unit root for the ADF test are: 1% critical value -3.4634 (* represents rejection at the 1% level of significance) 5% critical value -2.8756 (** represents rejection at the 5% level of significance) MacKinnon critical values for rejection of the hypothesis of a unit root for the PP test are: 1% critical value -3.4631 (* represents rejection at the 1% level of significance) 5% critical value -2.8755 (** represents rejection at the 5% level of significance) 
